
A. PROJECT SUMMARY 
The adaptation of organisms to their environment is one of the most conspicuous features of evolution. 
Many studies have focused on the dynamics of adaptation, but relatively little is known about its 
mechanistic basis. We propose to address this by examining how organisms rewire a model regulatory 
module to better integrate environmental signals to an appropriate physiological response. We will 
combine genome sequencing and genetic manipulation with molecular- and population-level models to 
characterize the basis and ecological implications of evolved changes in a defined functional module.  
A long-term goal of our research is to examine how genetic and ecological factors affect adaptation. The 
goal of this project is to examine how changes in a central regulatory module underlies the adaptation of 
organisms to their environment. Our experiments are founded upon populations of Escherichia coli that 
have evolved in a series of defined environments, differing only in exposure to the sugar lactose, for over 
2000 generations. Analysis of evolved populations demonstrated environment specific fitness 
improvements, a large part of which centered on changes in lactose use. We propose to use a new reporter 
system to systematically quantify changes in lac operon–a genetic module controlling use of the sugar 
lactose–regulation among the evolved populations. Whole genome sequencing and construction of strains 
having defined combinations of evolved mutations will be used to isolate and study the consequences of 
regulatory changes. We will use constructed strains to address two broad questions: 
(1) How does the lac regulatory module adapt to selection in novel environments? Our working 
hypothesis is that there will be extensive rewiring of the regulation of the lac operon. Based on evolved 
mutations already identified, we predict that rewiring will involve core genes in the lac module and new 
interactions from genes that were not previously involved in lac regulation.  
(2) What are the ecological and evolutionary consequences of lac operon evolution? Our working 
hypothesis is that most of the evolved lac operon regulatory changes will be adaptive. We will construct 
strains containing defined combinations of evolved mutations to determine the exact effect of each 
mutation on lac regulation. Effects will be used to parameterize a theoretical model. Evolved lac 
regulation strategies will be compared with predicted optimal strategies.  
Intellectual Merit. Regulatory changes underlie much of the adaptation seen in evolving populations. We 
aim to contribute to an understanding of how these changes occur by combining theoretical and 
computational tools with experimental manipulation of a defined functional regulatory module. Applying 
this approach to study populations evolved in a series of defined environments will represent a uniquely 
tractable system to address mechanism and consequence: how and why regulatory changes evolve.  


